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AFTER THE REHABILITATION OF GOVERNOR DUKAKIS

For Sacco and Vanzetti closes a "case" but remains the warning

White hair, emotion and even anger at a meeting of old defenders of the two anarchists - The guilt of being "different". I grandson of Sacco, Dante, and the sister of Vanzetti, Vincenzina, have participate yesterday to show "You and I" led by Maurizio Costanzo.

Would be fifty Huns August 23. Fifty That 1927 in years away which Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti got into the electric chair. The Committee for the rehabilitation of the two unhappy anarchists had organized a series of manifestations. But yesterday the news of an intervention Governor of the State of Massachusetts, Michael Dukakis, which returns justified aunt to the two victims with a advance from the anniversary called unfair execution.

And yesterday, to take note and emotion, were gathered in a small room the Baboon some of the protagonists in the past fifty years, the long struggle substance because the truth finally came to. "Were 'Pietro Nenni' President of the Italian Committee, leaning on his cane. " Umberto Terracini, the Mayor of Torremaggiore, the grandson of Sacco, Dante, and sister Vanzetti, Vincenzina, many white hair, short routes with emotion:"The purpose of my life is finally reached" E 'was Nenni to break the ice during a press conference flushed, under the light of the spot illuminating its venerable wrinkles. Noting "with satisfaction" as "the decision of the Governor to allow relatives to return to America without suffering the indignity of a judgment which has been recognized groundless". Moreover, "the proclamation" Governor Dukakis does not admit doubts when it states that "the atmosphere of the appeal process in the opinion was permeated by prejudice against foreigners and hostility against heterodox political tendencies; and that the conduct of many functions officials implicated in the case only raised serious doubts about their willingness and ability to lead the charge and the process with justice and impartiality." Continuing with an appeal to the people of Massachusetts, for you to contribute to the process and execution give "to remind the civilized peoples of the constant need to unite against the susceptibility and injury; intolerance for heterodox ideas and the failure to defend the rights of people considered foreign in our midst. " August 23 is therefore declared Memorial Day and the citizens of Massachusetts invited to stop in daily tasks and to reflect on those tragic events and to draw from them the courage to prevent the forces of intolerance, fear and hatred to join yet to overwhelm rationality, wisdom and impartiality in which our legal system aspires."An act of contrition late, but necessary part of that civilization and Puritan Bostonian who, in the climate of witch hunt that was established in the twenties, he did not hesitate to condemn to death after an agony lasted seven years in prison and despite evidence of innocence, two innocent. Sacco and Vanzetti, accusing you double murder in during a robbery, positions were arrested April 15, 1920. Their trial was inserted in the climate of intolerance of which had become the standard bearer Attorney Palmer .The verdict seven years after, unnecessarily mind countered by moving minds spontaneous arising in whole world, was the last a long and unfortunate "Yellow State" which began with the "suicide" of Andrea Salsedo, who died on the pavement Manhattan after a flight from 14.up of a section of police-New York. The epilogue of a challenge, writes Tebi, Biondi, in his precious publication Sacco and Vanzetti there construction of the facts, saw "Conservative revolution against officials, bourgeois against immigrants, against indigenous people of fatigue under tariffed, "Nick and Bari, which Joan Baez would sang a ballad in film Montaldo, paid for simple fact of representation submit 'different' in a society jealous of their privileges until the holocaust of two Italian immigrants So a cobbler and a
fishmonger were forced to enter you to make history. The last words of Sacco uttered in the name Vanzetti and Nenni has remembered, were: "I have not killed, I have not paid shed blood, in my entire life, but I have always fought for justice. The crime from my face of the earth." The case is closed, "he concluded Nenni, "remains open as a symbol of the times that we live." They then took the floor Senator Terracini (which announced sending a telegram to President Carter, and "in particular" to Governor Dukakis) and Ruggiero Orlando, the which has historically reconstructed mind the tragedy engage in that last "wave of emigration of which poor Italians were the protagonists" and branded as a carrier of "delinquency and anarchy." Hence "the deliberate mistake." A telegram of "gratitude" was sent to the governor, Dukakis, also by Foreign Minister Forlani. The demonstrations. The demonstrations...

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE

REHABILITATION OF SACCO E VANZETTI
Rome, Via del Babuino, 181 - telephone 67.80.237
Turin, August 23, 1977 - Auditorium Rai, 20.30

Demonstration for Sacco and Vanzetti
PIEDMONT COMMITTEE
FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE DAY
DEDICATED TO SACCO E VANZETTI
Turin, and / or UIL square Statute, 18 - phone 51.42.22
Turin, August 23, 1977 - AUDITORIUM RAI, via Gioachino Rossini, 15 ore 20.30

"Fifty years ago, the Sacco and Vanzetti"

"Sacco and Vanzetti the fiftieth anniversary of the death"

Speak Senator UMBERTO TERRACINI Vice-President of the International Committee
Concerto for Sacco and Vanzetti " Stage action of Mario Contini. Music by Roberto Musto.
Directed by Pier Giuseppe Corrado. Company of New Repertory

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE


ACCESSIONS

PIEDMONT COMMITTEE
Ferruccio Ferrari, Norberto Bobbio, Paolo Borbon, Maurizio Bordon, Alberto Cipollini, Cesare Delphino, Saro Ferrara, Renzo Gianotti, Bianca Guidetti Serra, Marcello Garino, Giuseppe La Ganga, Maria Magnani Noja, Nerio Nesi, Aventino Pace, Guido Quazza, Giuseppe Reburdo,
PIEDMONT RECALLED THE SACRIFICE OF TWO ANARCHIST

The day of Sacco and Vanzetti, lesson not to be forgotten

Events in Turin and Villafalletto, Senator Terracini: "A warning to the power" Strong emotion for his sister anarchist Cuneo, Vincenzina.

Sacco and Vanzetti, fifty years later: rehabilitation the two figures, the edible official, the "Memorial day." "Torino finds on this occasion, its most distant and ancient inspiration ideals of solidarity with every battle in Italy and in the world invests principles of a just, peaceful and egalitarian coexistence of People, the seed generous of similarity and internationalism then thrown has sprouted mended in the depths of the soul me and consciences, and at last mind today gave its fruit. So he said, last night Auditorium, Senator Umberto Terracini, vice president Committee international for the rehabilitation of the two Italian. There was the screenings it's television documentary Mario Giorgetti "fifty years ago, Sacco and Vanzetti. "The evening was moving completed by the 'Concerto Sacco and Vanzetti, "action Scenic Mario Contini, with music by Roberto Musto, already Pier Giuseppe Corrado, with the company's New Repertoire (Attilio Lauricella in the Sacco and the same Corrado know in that of Vanzetti).

The event in Turin falls in conjunction with the "Memorial Day" American set for 23 August as belated act of justice comparisons of the two anarchists Italian killed exactly Fifty years ago in Charleston, Massachusetts for a double murder that had not committed. The "case", of worldwide had aroused emotion, indignation in many nations were fate committees in favor of their innocence however, neither the pressures of public opinion nor the interventions diplomacy international were served to substance spend the conviction. Only on July 19, the current governor of the Massachusetts, Michael S. Dukakis, signed the act of rehabilitation declaring August 23 «Day of Sacco and Vanzetti." Also yesterday, in Villafalletto, country of origin of Bartholomew Vanzetti (born in 1888) there is was the simple ceremony the deposition of a bouquet of flowers on his grave. There solemn celebration is fixed for Sunday, September 4, with the commemoration by the 'Senator Terracini and without intellectuals, mayors and Members of Cuneo, provincial councilors and regional, Mayor Torremaggiore, the country of Nicola Sacco.

Also yesterday, a manifestation was held in Treiso d'Alba, with the participation the cooperative theater "Langa" and folk group the Cantambanchi. Commemorated the two compatriots the lawyer Vittorio Negri PNA Turin.

50 years ago

Fifty years ago, the news the dual execution was spread all over in a flash the world. The Journal of People of 23 August 1927, securities lava in full the first newspaper but the page: "The end of a courtroom drama: Sacco and Vanzetti were executed. The execution took place. Stations mane a little after five hours Italian. The last moments the condemned. The governor King Puller was irremovable." It was reported in the bold Agency dispatch dated from Boston. Here is the text: "Celestino Madeiros, the subject Portuguese who had tried to save Sacco and Vanzetti with his confession, was the first to be justified financed in the electric chair. He rose deadly to 0.5 this morning(Tuesday). Four minutes later the doctor declared him dead. After 14 minutes from communication Madeiros, and precisely to 0.19 of stations mane, was executed Sacco. Vanzetti, climbed on the chair electricity to 0.22di this morning, Tuesday, has been declared dead at 0.26."

But why, one wonders fifty years later, it was can such a mistake judiciary? The sentence was tragic conclusion of a process so influenced by prejudice racial and hysteria by Old anticomunist that snaked in those times in the United States. Last night, at the Auditorium, between the large audience were present Vincenzina and Ettore Vanzetti, respectively 75 and 72-year-old sister and brother Bartolomeo, four grandchildren of Nicola Sacco(Michele, Vincenzo, Hermes, Fernanda), a great-
grandson (Luigi), the mayor of Torremaggiore altar (birthplace of Sacco) Michele Marinelli, Mayor Turin Diego Novelli, the president of the regional council Piedmont Viglione, authority intellectuals’, especially many young people. Terracini added: "Credo not be disregarded from appreciating the value of the rehabilitation of the American reality. A new progress has been spreading in the politics of that country and new sensibility has spread known among the citizens for the moral and civic problems. Some this, though belated, act repair could not expect in the years of the crazy Vietnamese Company, when do yet almost all the US was actually clear desire to dominate at any price."

the world changes
Referring to the world that changes, Terracini has continued: "All citizens Turin and essentially the workers had already demonstrated layer when the unfortunate and tragic case of Sacco and Vanzetti was in his burning topical. I still remember the grandiose events over the years ’20 and ’21 were held in places traditional of large assemblies towns such as the gardens of Citadel, the course lined before the House of working and square San Carlo. Yet in those years was unleashed in our country and in the our city the bloody violence fascist and every democratic, every revolutionary was busy and defend and to defend its organizations from the threat of reaction..

Palm Beach Post Wednesday, July 20.1977
THE STATE DECIDES Sacco and Vanzetti HAD AN UNFAIR PROCESS
THE PROCLAMATION MASSACHUSETTS OUTLINES THE INJUSTICE

Fifty years after one of the most controversial executions, the Nation official Mass. Yesterday moved to remember a "good shoemaker and a poor fishmonger" who were executed for robbery and murder. A PROCLAMATION declaring August 23, day memorable for Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, was signed by the Governor Michael Dukakis, during a crowded ceremony of the Chamber Senate of the Mass. A nephew of Sacco was on the side of government. The two Italian anarchists were executed August 23, 1927, the theft of a payroll and for double murder in South Braintree South, Mass.
It has been proved that they did not have a fair trial, because they were foreigners and political dissidents. The proclamation was based on a report by the counsel Dukakis: Daniel A. Taylor, which reviews the Sacco and Vanzetti case and said: "The real possibility that a painful failure of Justice with their death "...." There are substantial, indeed strong reasons to believe that the lawsuit of Sacco and Vanzetti was permeable to injustice, said the report Taylor.
II report cited a variety of abuses by accusers during the six weeks of the trial, in 1921 - Present at the ceremony was Spencer Sacco, who accepted the proclamation on behalf of his family and lawyers of his grandfather. In Italy sister living Vanzetti was to receive a copy of the document translated into Italian.
The proclamation of Dukakis said:
Any brand and disgrace should be forever removed from the names of Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, names from the names of their families and descendants and the name of by the names of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts".
Paul Guzzi, Secretary of the State of Massachusetts, who also signed the document, said: "Fifty years delay to eliminate the horror did a good shoemaker and a poor fishmonger."
In a letter from prison April 9, 1927 Vanzetti said:…..

Wanted by the governor (against the Senate)
II "Memorial Day" Massachusetts

New York, August 23
“Friends and comrades, neither here, nor in earth, neither in heaven nothing will ever make the truth
is not real and not real truth.”  a few minutes before die in prison Charleston, in Boston, Sacco and Vanzetti dictated this epitaph, while worldwide rose protests the verdict issued by the judge of the Massachusetts. Fifty years later, a governor of Greek origin Michael Dukakis, admitted that the process was influenced an atmosphere of hysteria, paranoia and prejudice against Italians and celebrated today, in the State of Massachusetts, the "memorial day" Sacco and Vanzetti, as repair of procedural abuses suffered by the two immigrants. The proclamation of the Governor Dukakis, published scroll I month, although not to admit the innocence of the two attributable you, declares that Sacco and Vanzetti were not put in a position to prove the innocence and that justice had made against them a series of iniquity. Many questions posed to the time by the case have, in fact, found answers this half-century. It Seems that the prosecution has hidden defense lawyers special decisive the showing of innocence of the two Italian and that incriminating evidence are you literally invented. Fifty years later, the case of Sacco and Vanzetti continues to be of interest to excite the American public. The New York Times now devotes a large service to the "trial of the century" while the Daily News wonders if "this was the justice.” today many things have changed in the United States, but America Sacco and Vanzetti has disappeared? Maybe you can say that it is only change: the Senate of Massachusetts, as is known, has-differentiated by the action of the governor Dukakis.

………the most frenzied repression, nevertheless, the significance of what was happening in a big American city against freedom and democracy was caught in full and this constant was the democratic mobilization”. The speaker concluded: "There would be hoped, in all objectivity, this example was followed in Italy in the fields suitable for remedy many wretched errors in every sector, not excluding the judiciary. " A search of the "current the tragedy of the two anarchists has been attempted in the “concert for Sacco and Vanzetti” a stage action in balance between words and music. Michele Florio

The Anarchists contest

During an interval, a group of anarchists that had taken place in a tunnel extending his red-black flag, launched in the stalls with leaflets polemical the words: " No rehabilitation of State"." Continue the struggle of our companions for social revolution and anarchy. " The moral authority of Senator Terracini reported calm. Also some Radicals have been involved in a couple of breaks. On site there were police and police, but the situation was under control.

REGRET GRANDSON OF SACCO, DANTE

IN NO EVENT PUGLIA

Do not want to come in Turin - "By September I hope you can do something in Torremaggiore, where my uncle was born "

San Severo, August 23

"I'm really sorry and I cannot understand why in Torremaggiore, country of origin of my uncle, you do not face any event." To say it is with regret in his voice, Dante Sacco, nephew fifty-five of Nicola Sacco ("but his real name Ferdinand was, recalls Dante) executed with Bartolomeo Vanzetti August 23, 1927 in America. The mayor of Torremaggiore, the Communist Michele Marinelli, accompanied by a commissioner and two other kin anarchist of Foggia, Fernanda and Michele Sacco, are parties yesterday by their country to participate in the manifestation that are held in Torino " "I refused - says Dante, who lives in San Severo - why are convinced that we must make a event and also here it is our intention to organize it within the first fortnight of September, won clicks we could do it now."

A Torremaggiore also lives a sister of Nicola Sacco, Felicetta 80 years, the last still life of a numerous family. Besides Nicola, sons were three: the first Nicola ("the real Nicholas' says Dante)
who died in the epidemic of my "Spanish" immediately after the war '15 -'18; the second, Sabino (father of Dante, died last year), and Luigi the last was Ferdinand, who took the name of Nicholas when do knew that the firstborn was dead and wanted to honor the memory. "Poor Dad - observes Dante Sacco - died after having fought for life for the rehabilitation of the brother and more with the scruple of bringing him in America, where he found the end absurd."

Sabino Sacco, in fact, had about twenty years when he went in the United States and brought with self-brother Ferdinand Nicola, that was little more than a boy "By making sacrifices and working in an ironworks, in poor condition, he could to study my uncle - is always Dante reminiscent – and found a way to do enter in American society, in famous shoe factory, whose owner then went to testify on his behalf during the trial. " Sabino, a socialist, was then off unwilling to endure the conditions of life in the United States and returned to their homeland, leaving his brother, who had not then any interested in politics. "Pope told me – says Dante - as the corresponding saw formed in an increasingly marked the political consciousness of my uncle, social justice and conditions of human life. " "Unfortunately I have more that correspondence because My father was haunted for his ideas by the regime Fascist and then, even if he did get mail from my uncle, immediately confiscated it to him."

---

In the USA was celebrated yesterday, fifty years from the execution, the "day of Sacco and Vanzetti." And us?

Sacco: behind the silence the memory of his

A Torremaggiore, in Puglia, a simple crown - All, however, know the "shoemaker of Boston" - Speak in-law, 86, he received the last letter from prison: "Nicholas said he died without having killed anyone" - A ceremony in Turin.
of the west garganico. The terminus is street Sacco and Vanzetti, a Torremaggiore(Foggia), the

country of a commuter failure. Nicola Sacco there would certainly returned if the night of August

23, fifty years ago in an electric shock had not bowled

August 23, fifty years ago an electrical discharge, “foreign and dissident”, the American prison of

Charlestown, together with his companion in misfortune Bartolomeo Vanzetti.

Yesterday in Boston - the city which the governor Massachusetts, Michael Dukakis, proclaimed

rehabilitation of the two Italian anarchists - Was celebrated the "Sacco and Vanzetti Day’, but

Torremaggiore was a day like any other. L’events to commemorate, the fiftieth anniversary of the

day in which Sacco and Vanzetti were unjustly "executed" were held elsewhere. The mayor Michael

Marinelli, was in Turin: here, in the Auditorium of the RAI, Senator Umberto Terracini, Vice tooth

of the International Committee for the rehabilitation of two Italians, spoke of their sensational

affair judge. A Torremaggiore are joints echoes, brought by newspapers and television. In the

cemetery, on the grave of Nicola Sacco was laid a crown. That's it. In this country of emigrants, the

emigrant Nicola Sacco was remembered in silence, as if he were still alive."No indeed," they say at

City Hall, "would come down here to celebrate with us. We will do something in September,

also Villafalletto, the country of Vanzetti, remember the rehabilitation. " Failure celebration on the

right day is not surprising de. It does not deceive the calm acceptance of a different solution: people

of Torremaggiore, always accustomed to emigration, is also addicted to oblivion. He knows that

Nicola Sacco no longer belongs to him. That he is now a symbol, victim discrimination policy and

racial, in the village of Puglia understand it all. "In Turin will be remembered with dignity" says an

old man sitting in the square, in the shade of an oak. "We have seen the for television” we are very

happy”.

Nicola Sacco with his son and wife
Torremaggiore (Foggia) - Michele Sacco, nephew of Nicholas, with his mother Genevieve
With sixteen thousand inhabitants, Torremaggiore is one of the most large centers of the province Foggia, where the attribute detections the highest number of emigrants between the provinces of Puglia: 25 thousand. A Torremaggiore, the people emigrated last year towards! only North Italy were 274, of which 224 return. The economic crisis and the difficulties entering have become an inexorable return ticket. Unemployment, especially that youth, weighs more and more primarily on economy mind agricultural, with small reaps of craft activities, commercial and clerical. In a social structure that. As well, in recent times goes articulated, , the small peasant property remains the dominant component. "A unlike Cerignola and San Severo, countries with economies my laborers, to Torremaggiore never existed the laborers pure. This is a country of poor farmers," says the mayor.
Michele Marinelli, 30, tip pen on the table his office and measure the periodontal the. The problems of his land knows them well: he graduated in philosophy with a thesis on "Socialist Movement and farmer age Giolitti in Capitanata. Even Though what, "says U young trade union, "has a Torremaggiore long tradition of peasant struggle. In 1907, a year before Nicola Sacco emigrated in America, the local laborers, smallholders who also work for third parties, claimed the establishment of long an employment agency and recognition of wage increases. Their protest ended tragically. In clashes with the police, there were dozens of injuries and a woman, Filomena Rubino, was killed. The restlessness of the time would not mean revolution: they wanted only end, with justice, to a state of grave general discomfort. These problems Nicola Sacco had touched them hand, even before knowing Vanzetti and share anarchist ideas. A Torremaggiore, get on the trail of the "shoemaker Boston "is not difficult. All I know, everybody knows. "Was one who died because think like them," says a 16 year old boy, Bruno Sacco, namesake of Nicola. "They who?". The Americans", responds safe….
In a photo of fifty years ago, Bartolomeo Vanzetti and Nicola Sacco, the two men at the center, to enter Superior Court in Boston, where they will be sentenced to death. The sentence was carried out on August 24, 1927. (Tel. AP)

At number 76 of the outer south, a street in the old part of the country, lives Michele Sacco, 68 years, one of the many grandchildren Anarchist. He lives with his mother Genevieve, 86 years. There woman, lucid, remember well-law that he parts for America, to seek his fortune. "if I had before his eyes, then I was 18," he recalls."I have killed Innocent you, that poor child. " From Charlestown Prison, the last night of his life, august 23, 1927, Nicholas Sacco wrote to her. "They were beautiful words, that I always remembered .. Said he died without having killed anyone, and that had not gone to war in order not to kill anyone. PIERO LOTITO

The Massachusetts recalled the two anarchists
NEW YORK, August 23,1977

Fifty years from the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti, the State of Massachusetts, has celebrated today the "Memory! Day » in their honor. The "day" was launched last July
I know the governor of the state, Michael Dukakis, with a proclamation that, although not admit the innocence of the two Italian anarchists, stated that they do not were able to demonstrate their "not guilty" and that the Justice had done against a series of iniquity. Today the «New York Times» devotes a large service it defines that "the process of century', while the' Daily News' asks: "Was this the court Justice? ». These days are released two new books on the issue of Sacco and Vanzetti: "The Never Ending Wrong, "of Katherine Porter, and, "Justice Crucified "of Larceny Strauss Feuerlicht. The case of the two Italian anarchists, in fact, continues to interest American public opinion, partly because of the increasing influence of the Italian-American community on the life of the United States. However, not all agree with this partial rehabilitation: the Senate's Massachusetts has dissociated by the action of the governor Dukakis.

Severino Carlucci
LE COMMEMORATIONS THE DEATH OF
Sacco e Vanzetti
IN TURIN AND IN
50th TORREMAZZIORE (FG) - 1977

6Oth VILLAFALLETTO (CN) - 1987
INTRODUCTION
Taking care of the collection of all the letters he wrote from prison Bartholomew Vanzetti sister Luigina, Cesare Pillon, in the preface to his book "The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti", points out that neither in nor in Cuneo Villafalletto and there is any piece of marble that the memories, martyrdom emigrant anarchist.
In the same preface, author emphasizes that the province of Cuneo is the most bigoted of Italy and that the area close to that of Villafalletto was and is still considered a small Vendee as natural reaction to Sanfedismo and bigot dominant throughout the rest of the province. Lacking so the natural basis for the success of any event, natural base consists of the more or less enthusiastic participation of the population of the affected area, celebration of the 50th anniversary of the death of Sacco and Vanzetti in the programs that the organizers had to take place simultaneously mind in Turin and Torremaggiore connected directly via the TV came with two separate events Torremaggiore not Villafalletto and the captains is not the province of Cuneo.
Torremaggiore that in about two centuries, on various occasions, has shed blood for felling of obscurantism and tyranny; Torremaggiore that with its social struggles has occupied a high place in the ladder of progress; Torremaggiore does not forget his children and honors them when they have the brought honor and prestige. Torremaggiore, in the week 18 to 25 September 1977 "week dedicated to "The resistance to fascism and the tradition of the left Torremaggiore ", wanted to publicly honor the best known and most sacrificed his sons, Ferdinand Sacco, that by the name of Nicholas, along with Bartolomeo Vanzetti, perished in Boston the electric chair August 23, 1927.
The sheets that follow are nothing more than the documentation of those, Bodies, Association, Parties, Radio, Television and newspapers have wanted to contribute to the success of this event is limited, those who have rearranged chronologically, the addition of a series of interviews to several requests citizens Torremaggiorei concerning the precise date on which half of the ashes of the two Italian anarchists promiscuous was interred in the cemetery of Torremaggiore.
Torremaggiore, October 1977

SEVERINO CARLUCCI
The poster Section Socialist Torremaggiorei participates citizenship "the day in honor of Sacco and Vanzetti."

**SOCIALIST PARTY ITALIAN**
Sections of Torremaggiore
**JUSTICE AND 'MADE!**

à non possa a

that the truth cannot give up just causes has been proven by the rehabilitation of Sacco and Vanzetti VICTIMS OF OPPRESSION KD HEROES OF SOCIALIST THOUGHT that has supported them until the last and, after their murder, has embraced the cause of their rehabilitation. Their sacrifice is an example and teaching to the younger generations, who, from the blood of their fathers, they know to find the strength to fight, at any time, for PEACE THE SOCIAL JUSTICE. The P.S.I urges citizens to participate actively "Day in honor of Sacco and Vanzetti" that pledge place on August 23 of Torremaggiore, City of Birth Nicola Sacco. To the comrades Sacco and their families, also on behalf of comrade NENNI, President Committee's rehabilitation, goes the solidarity of Section P.S.I. Torremaggiore, for the act of justice rendered, even if after a long time, Torremaggiore, 2I July 1977

**THE STEERING COMMITTEE SECTIONAL**
Nicola Carlucci

II poster with which the section social democratic Torremaggiore informed citizenship rehabilitation of Sacco and Vanzetti.

**DEMOCRATIC PARTY SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC ITALIAN**
Section of Torremaggiore

Citizens and companions,
50 years ago, the United States of America, were executed in the electric chair Bartolomeo Vanzetti and Nicola Sacco, OUR FELLOW CITIZEN. Finally justice has triumphed and the names of these duo Martyrs, victims of an oppressive system, have been rehabilitated from Justice that there had once wrongly convicted. The section social democratic, participate in the population the importance of this event, invites all citizens to injustice meditated human and to always remember those who suffered unjustly for it. Torremaggiore, July 22, 1977.

**Directors of the Section**
Cordone Felice